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About Us 
Skate Winnipeg is the largest Figure Skating Club in the province of Manitoba, with approximately 250 
skaters, and is located in the city of Winnipeg. We are a not-for-profit organization and Skate Canada 
member club, which means that as you register for one of our programs, in the process, you will become a 
member of Skate Canada, the governing body for figure skating in Canada. 

A team of Skate Canada certified coaches instructs our skaters in a positive environment where our skaters 
also learn a variety of life skills, including goal setting, planning, self-discipline, teamwork and time 
management. Our program offers classes to all levels of skaters from 3 years of age to our Adult programs. 

 Skate Winnipeg Mission Statement 

Skate Winnipeg will provide all our members with the opportunity to skate in a healthy environment, enjoy 
fitness, achieve success at an individual level, and be rewarded for their commitment creating a positive 
experience that will last a lifetime. 

Club Contacts 

General Club Information info@skatewinnipeg.ca 

CanSkate Information canskatecoordinator@skatewinnipeg.ca 

Registration Questions 
registrar@skatewinnipeg.ca 
canskateregistrar@skatewinnipeg.ca 

Competition Questions 
(Super Skate & MB Summer Open) competitionchair@skatewinnipeg.ca 

Test Chair Questions testchair@skatewinnipeg.ca 

Webmaster webmaster@skatewinnipeg.ca 

 

 



Skate Winnipeg Board 2020-21 

 

POSITION MEMBER NAME EMAIL 

President James Malcolm president@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Vice President/registrar Jacqueline Enns vicepresident@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Treasurer John Kasian  finance@skatewinnipeg.ca.  

Secretary Kelli Bell  secretary@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Test Chair Julie Malcolm julie.malcolm@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Ice Allocations/expert Julia Walker  julia.walker@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Competition chair Clarise Boychuk  clarise.boychuk@skatewinnipeg.ca  

 Information Technology Jason Ingram  jason.ingram@skatewinnipeg.ca 

Head Coach Dana McKee  headcoach@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Non-Voting Consultant Tina Chen  tina.chen@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Director at large Trudi Legary  trudi.legary@skatewinnipeg.ca  

Volunteer Coordinator Susan Thorvaldson susan.thorvaldson@skatewinnipeg.ca 
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Programs and Sessions 
Skate Winnipeg is proud to offer programs from beginner learn to skate for all ice sports, and 

sessions for STAR and competitive figure skating.   

Where to Start? 
For skaters starting out for the first time or working to develop their basic skating skills for any 

ice sport the CANSKATE Program is the starting point. 

 

CanSkate is an introductory learn-to-skate program focusing on fun, fitness, participation and 
basic skill development. Based on Sport Canada’s long term athlete development principles, 
CanSkate centers on physical literacy and the fundamental skills needed to take part in any ice 
sport or to skate as a recreational activity.  
This program is for beginners of all ages, children or adults, as well as for those wishing to 
improve their basic skills - whether their focus is figure skating, hockey, ringette, speed skating 
or just skating for fun. The program focuses on balance, control and agility skills which are 
taught in six stages.  
Skaters move through a series of circuits set up to teach specific skills and keep the skaters 

moving constantly, with coaching from professional coaches and trained program assistants 

(PA’s).  

 



Figure Skating Programs 
For skaters looking for figure skating programs we offer several options. 

Pre Junior Program 

This program is for skaters with an interest in developing their basic figure skating skills and 

who are working on STAGE 4 – 6 CanSkate Skills.   

The program offers 45 minutes of group instruction from our Professionally Certified Coaches.   

This program registration includes the cost of ice time as well as coaching fees. 

STAR 1 & 2 Group 

This program is for skaters who have advanced from the CanSkate program and who are 

continuing their skating journey in the Skate Canada STAR program.   

Skills, Tests, Achievement, Recognition – this is what STAR is all about! 
 
STAR offers opportunities for skaters of all ages to develop fundamental figure skating skills in 
the areas of ice dance, skating skills, free skate and artistic skating. Skaters have the 
opportunity to take Skate Canada Tests through a nationally standardized testing system.  
 
Once skaters’ progress in the STAR 1 & 2 Group program, opportunities for Private and Semi 
Private instruction will be presented to skaters. 
 

Boys Group 
This program is for boys who have an interest in learning figure skating specific skills. The 

program is for skaters who have completed STAGE 3 of the CanSkate program or higher. It is an 

excellent way for boys to experience our sport in an encouraging and inclusive group lesson 

format.  

Skaters will learn skills found in the CanSkate program and will also work on STAR 1&2 skills.  

Skaters will be introduced to the fundamentals of figure skating in areas of skating skills, 

freeskate, ice dance as well as performance and musicality. 

For more information on Skate Winnipeg Programs please contact: info@skatewinnipeg.ca 
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Figure Skating Sessions 
Our figure skating sessions provide ice time for skaters from STAR 1- Gold, Competitive and 

Adult.  Sessions are different from programs, registration for our sessions include the cost of ice 

only.  Skaters must make arrangements for private or semi- private or group lessons with 

members of our Professional Coaching Staff. Once you have selected the coach or coaching 

team you choose to work with they become your “Base Coach” and they are responsible for 

making all training and lesson arrangements.   

Arrangements for lessons on session can be made by contacting members of our coaching staff 

directly.  Skaters are billed monthly by coaches and will pay coaches directly for lessons booked. 

Lesson fees vary depending on the coach and their years of experience and coaching 

certification level. 

Please see our website for Coach Biographies.  Choosing a coach is an important decision please 

contact coaches to discuss lessons, session, fees and expectation before deciding on your base 

coach. If you need assistance with this process please contact headcoach@skatewinnipeg.ca. 

Skate Winnipeg Coaching Staff: 

Acting Head Coach:  
 
Dana McKee   marrinsmom@yahoo.ca   204-896-9104  
 
Club Coaches:  
 
Tina Chen   tinamaichen@gmail.com   204-330-8147 (text only)  
Kevin Dawe    kevin_48@hotmail.com   204- 894-8947  
Mattina Lisi   mattinalisi@hotmail.com   204-797-1587  
Danae Russell  danaejrussell@gmail.com   204-250-9859  
Margo Russell  margo_russell@mymts.net   204-470-5204 (cell)  
Roni Swischuk  coachroni@hotmail.com   204-832-4826  
 
* Please contact your coach prior to registering for Skate Winnipeg Sessions 

Qualifications for Session Registration: 

Junior Sessions - Stage 5 CANSKATE and working on STAR 1-5  
Intermediate - Completed STAR 4 Freeskate - Pre Juvenile and Juvenile Competitors  
Senior - Completed STAR 10 Freeskate or Senior Silver Freeskate test or Pre Novice Competitors 
& Higher  
Open Sessions - Open to all levels 

For more information on Skate Winnipeg Sessions please contact: info@skatewinnipeg.ca 
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What is STAR?          
STAR 1-5 

STAR 1-5 is an “introduction” to figure skating. Skaters entering the program should be able to 
perform all skills in the CanSkate Stages 5 & 6.  The sport of figure skating has a strong technical 
focus. It takes time for skaters to develop the skills necessary to be proficient at certain 
techniques. The STAR 1-5 program is designed to allow skaters to be recognized for 
achievement at the various stages. 
 
Skaters will train in Skills, Dance, and Freeskate and Artistic disciplines. Skaters will also have 

the opportunity to take tests and attend competitions (with an assessed to standard focus). In 

this program the skaters coach will advise on the readiness of a skater for tests and the tests 

are assessed by the skaters coach. 

Skate Canada test fees are $12 per test and must be paid prior to testing.  Money should be 

given to your coach prior to each test. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



What Happens After STAR 1-5? 
 
STAR 6-Gold or CompetitiveSkate 
 
Skaters may choose to continue in higher levels of the STARSkate program (STAR 6, STAR 8, 
etc.) or transition into in CompetitiveSkate (Pre-Juvenile, Juvenile, etc.). Skaters may also 
explore ice dancing, pair skating, artistic skating.  There are many opportunities for skaters and 
the best path for athletes to take should be a decision made collaboratively (child, parent and 
coach). 
 
The STAR 6-Gold  program consists of figure skating skills in four areas – Skating Skills, Ice 
Dance, Free Skate and Artistic.  Tests at the STAR 6 level and above are evaluated at assessment 
days by officials.  Competitions are ranked rather than assessed to Standard.   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

What is CompetitiveSkate? 
 
CompetitiveSkate is a program for skaters in singles, pair and ice dance wishing to compete in 
qualifying events within Skate Canada. 
 
Skaters participating in the in Competitive stream learn a variety of life skills as they progress up 
the competitive ladder. These include goal setting, focus, ability to deal with success/failure, 
time management and principles of fair play and sportsmanship.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Equipment – What do you need to skate? 
 
CanSkate  
When you register for the CanSkate program you will need a good fitting pair of figure, hockey 
or recreational skates that provide ankle support.   
 
You are also required to wear a CSA approved skating helmet (no bicycle helmets allowed). 
 
Skates should be sharpened prior to the first use and again after a 15 hours of use. 
 
Skate Guards are essential to protecting blades.  A pair of hard skate guards should be worn 
when walking on the ground. Skate guards should be removed and blades dried well when 
storing skates after each use. 
 
Skaters should wear layers and clothing that allows for ease of movement and mittens are 
recommended. 
 

Pre Junior, STAR 1&2, Boys Group 
For these programs figure skates are recommended as they are needed to assist skaters 
learning sport specific skills.  Figure skates must provide adequate ankle support.   
 
CSA approved skating helmets are requires for skaters who have not completed STAGE 5 of the 
CanSkate program. 
 
Skaters should wear layers and clothing that allows for ease of movement.  No blue jeans or 
oversized sweaters or jackets.  Mittens are recommended. 
 
Skates should be sharpened prior to the first use and again after a 15 hours of use. 
 
Skate Guards are essential to protecting blades.  A pair of hard skate guards should be worn 
when walking on the ground. Skate guards should be removed and blades dried well when 
storing skates after each use. 
 

 

STAR and Competitive Skate 
Please consult your coach prior to purchasing skates for recommendations. 

 
For more information on equipment please contact: info@skatewinnipeg.ca 
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Ice Etiquette Policy 
The following basic guidelines must be observed for safety, and to ensure that everyone can 
make effective use of their ice time. Remember you are not out there alone and each person 
needs to be responsible for everyone else's safety.  
 

1) Courtesy  
First and foremost is courtesy. It is essential to respect the rights of other skaters and be 
constantly aware of who is around you. On some sessions you may be training with skaters of 
significantly greater or lesser skills, be especially careful!  
 

2) Right of Way Guidelines  

 
Right of Way: Right of way goes to the skater who doesn't see the potential for a  
collision. 
 
Skaters Performing Programs:  Always try to give way to skaters performing  
programs. Safety is the most important factor. Just because your music is playing  
doesn't give you the right to put anyone in danger. Complicated choreography and 
fatigue make it more difficult to avoid collisions. Learn to listen to the music and know 
which music goes with which skater. 

 
Lessons: Skaters in a lesson with a coach should also be given the right of way when 
possible. 
 
Spinning: You can't see anything when you're spinning. Never skate close to a spinning 
skater, even if your music is playing. Always give spinners enough space to finish spins 
safely. 
 

Jumping: Know where skaters are likely to jump – for example Lutz Corners. 
Avoid standing, spinning or teaching in the Lutz corners or near the boards where edge 
jumps will take place.  
 

Falls and Injuries:  If you should fall get up quickly. Don't stay there any longer than you 

have to.  If you see someone else that has fallen and may be injured, the best thing to 

do is alert a coach. 

 

Keep moving at all times: Refrain from standing around and visiting on the ice.  

This wastes expensive ice and presents an additional hazard for other skaters to avoid. 
 



 



 
 

 



 



Our Volunteer Program 

Skate Winnipeg is a not-for-profit, volunteer run organization. Family participation is required 
for the effective and successful operation of Skate Winnipeg. 

The volunteer commitment is: 

 10 hours per skater Star 6-Gold/Competitive; 

 6 hours per skater Star 1-5 ;   

 14 hours for families with more than one skater 

 ALL Skate Winnipeg members are required to volunteer at Super Skate 
Competition. 
 

Please note: This commitment must be completed within the Skate Canada skating season 
which runs from September 1st to August 31st. A volunteer fee will be invoiced to your account 
if all requirements are not met within the season. 

Volunteer Fee: 

 2020-21 season: $250 

Families of CanSkate program participants are always welcome and encouraged to volunteer, 
but it is not a requirement. However, when you sign your child up to participate in a CanSkate 
event at a Skate Winnipeg hosted competition we will ask you to volunteer a minimum of 2 
hours so that we may deliver a successful experience for your child. 

Volunteer Opportunities include but not limited to: 
 
Competitions: There are many volunteer opportunities at competitions including 
registration, admissions, announcing, officials & coach hospitality, set up and take down, ice 
captains, first aid, sponsorship, runners, videography, medals, signage, and competition 
programs. 
 
Manitoba Summer Open: Held in July 
Super Skate: Held in November 
Regionals: Held in January/February 
 
Annual AGM & Dinner: Held in April each year. Includes coordination of awards, booking 
venue, arranging dinner and skater activity. 
Music Player: Managing the music at designated skating sessions 
Assessment Days: Collecting fees, paperwork, and official hospitality 



Club Clothing: Coordination of club apparel orders and distribution to skaters 
Skate Winnipeg Board Member: Nominations required in March if interested in becoming a 
member. 
Skate Winnipeg Competition Committee Member: duties as assigned 
Webmaster/Social Media Coordinator 
Photographer 
COVID-19 Requirements: participant screening, surface cleaning, and miscellaneous duties 
as required 
 
 

Payment and Refund Policies 
All transactions will be completed in Canadian Dollars. 

Skate Canada Fee – Any skater who is not currently a Skate Canada member will be required to 
pay an additional Skate Canada member fee, which will be added to the registration fees. 

Test Fees – Test fees are not included in your ice fees. These fees must be submitted to the 
Music Station in person on the closing date of final test submissions. Cheques must be 
submitted with the full information completed on the test envelope.  
 
All CanSkate fees must be paid in full upon registration in Canadian Funds only.  
 
An installment payment policy is available for qualifying Star Skate and Competitive skaters ( 
 
Any NSF Cheques will be charged a $25.00 administration fee. 
 
NO refunds after the earlier of the date indicated in the registration system or the start date of 
each session. All approved refunds will be subjected to a $25 Administration charge. 
 
If injured, refunds will ONLY be considered when accompanied by a Doctor’s note fully 
explaining the injury and the required time off. 
 
A $25 late fee will be applied to registrations that occur after the start of the season. 
 
To be eligible for scholarships and bursaries from Skate Winnipeg, skaters are expected to be 
Program Assistants, if eligible, and to help the skating club and volunteer beyond base hours 
throughout the year.  
 
Skate Winnipeg reserves the right to change or cancel any program for which there is 
insufficient paid registration. In the event of any program change or cancellation, the 
registrants will be offered a full or pro-rated refund, as appropriate. 
 



 



 



 


